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Charizard will always be the main Dragon type
even after the release of Dragon Radar. It's the

most powerful flying type in the game, with Super
Effective attacks that can even 1-hit kill most of

the common pokemon. When used correctly,
Charizard can be unstoppable. But seeing as

Charizard's stats are not the best, it's always a bit
of a gamble to use it since there are often better

alternatives available. Tynamo has a super-
effective powerful Super Effective attack and,

even with the mid-set update, is the third
strongest Dragon Trainer in the game. His team,
however, is the worst of the bunch. His movepool
is extremely limited and he has no resistances,

meaning all his Pokemon are susceptible to every
single physical attack out there. Pokemon fans are
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never ones to shy away from a challenge,
especially when it comes to battling other

trainers. Clair, Lance and Leon are all incredible
trainers, and the Pokemon they are known for

have the potential to be some of the strongest in
the game. But they all have one thing in common:

they all take large teams. The five strongest
dragons, while not necessarily some of the best
individual Pokemon, still represent some of the

strongest Pokemon in the game. And what do the
first three trainers have in common? All three of

them, in their early career, take teams consisting
of three of the best dragons in the game. That's

also why we keep saying these first three trainers
are incredible, in that they not only take on other
trainers but take on multiple dragons at the same

time, making them some of the most powerful
trainers ever.
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